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Part I. The global growth rate
1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation. In this paper we analyse and solve a variational problem that has
been found by Greven and den Hollander [10] in a study of population growth in a random
medium. We briefly describe the model and formulate the main result so äs to keep our
exposition self-contained. For further details, äs well äs for Interpretation, we refer the
reader to the original paper.
Briefly, the model is an infinite System of particles living on the integer lattice Z and
subject to two random mechanisms:
(1) Particles branch according to site-dependent offspring distributions constituting a
random medium.
(2) Particles migrate by jumping to nearest-neighbour sites with site-independent
probabilities. The migration has a drift.
One of the main points in the original paper was to show that the long term beha-
viour of the System can be extracted from an underlying variational principle. In particular,
two variational formulas were derived, whose maxima are the exponential growth rate of
the global resp. local population density and whose maximisers provide Information about
the path of descent of a typical particle in the global resp. local population. Here global refers
to the population on the whole of Z and local to the population on a single site. However,
both these formulas have a rather complex structure, and in order to get a clear picture of
what is going on in the particle System a closer analysis via functional analytic techniques
is required. It is the purpose of the present paper to carry out this analysis for the global
variational formula. The local variational formula is of a different type and will be analyzed
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in a separate paper (Greven and den Hollander [l 1]). It turns out that the maximum and the
maximisers in the global formula exhibit interesting phase transitions s the drift varies.
This is due to the competition between the branching and the migration, which changes
with the drift.
Our paper is organised s follows. In section l we define the model, formulate the
global formula (Theorem l below), and present its solution (Theorem 2 below). The latter
embodies the main result of this paper. In sections 2-5 we give the proof of Theorem 2. In
section 2 we show how the variational formula can be transformed into an eigenvalue
problem for a l -parameter family of N χ N matrices. In section 3 we do the spectral analysis.
In section 4 we connect the results. In section 5 we prove an important inequality implying a
monotonicity property s a function of the drift.
Much of the analysis in the present paper grew out of a study of a simpler version
of the particle System in Baillon et al. [2] . The latter paper also contains a detailed evaluation
of the role of the maximum and of the maximisers in the description of the particle System.
1.2. Model. With each χ e Z is associated a random probability measure Fx on the
nonnegative integers /Vu{0}, called the off spring distribution at site je. The sequence
is i.i.d. with marginal distribution a. F plays the role of a random medium. For fixed F9
define a discrete time Markov process (ηη) on state space /Vz, with the Interpretation
ηη(χ) = number of particles at site χ at time n ,
the evolution of which is s follows. At time n = 0 place one particle at every site, i.e.,
η0(χ) == 1. Given the state ηη at time n, each particle is independently replaced by a new
generation. The size of a new generation descending from a particle at site χ has distribu-
tion Fx, i.e. it consists of A: new particles with probability Fx(k), fc ^ 0. Immediately after
creation each new particle independently decides to jump to one of the nearest-neighbour
sites, choosing right with probability - (l -h h) and left with probability - (l — h). The para-
meter A e [0, 1] is the drift and is the same for all x. The resulting sequence of particle
numbers make up the state ηη + 1 at time n + 1, etc. F stays fixed during the evolution.
Let
(1.1) bx= f kFx(K)
* = o
denote the mean offspring at site χ and let β denote the distribution of bx induced by a. It
is assumed that
(1.2) 0 < inf bx < sup bx = M < oo ,
X X
i.e., β has bounded support (with maximal value M) and has strictly positive variance.
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1.3. Growth rate of global particle density. For given F let
= lim —— Σ ηΛ(χ)
χ= _N
denote the global particle density at time n. From the properties of the evolution mechanism
together with the individual ergodic theorem one deduces that
(1.4) Β(Ρ,ηη) = Ε(ηη(ΟΪ) a.s.
where E denotes the double expectation over the Markov process (ηη) given F s well s
over F. The a.s. in (1.4) refers to the joint distribution of (ηη) and F. Thus, Ώ(Ρ,ηη) a.s.
does not depend on the realisation of Fand ηη, although it does of course depend on their
distribution via the two parameters β and h.
In Greven and den Hollander [10] it is shown that in the long time limit the global
particle density grows exponentially fast at rate
(1.5) Q( ,h) = Hm -log/HF,^) a.s.
and that ρ (β, h) can be computed in the form of a variational formula. To formulate this
expression in Theorem l below we need the following Symbols. Let ^(/V2) denote the
set of probability measures on /V2, <·, ·> inner product over /V2, a(ij) = i +j — l and
0(0 = Σ>0'Λ)· Define
(1.6)
Σ ν(ι,7) = Σ ν(Λ 0 for i e /V} (Θ e (0, 1]) ,
je N je /V
(1.7) f ( i ) = \oglbi (db) (IG /V) ,
(1.8) 7.(v)= Σ v(/J)log
,
 l
*J )
(1.9) A(0) = d
+ l (l - Θ) log ({— (0 e [0,1], h e [0, 1)) ,2 i —
(i.io)
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Theorem l (Greven and den Hollander [10]). For h e (0, 1)
(1.11) ρ(ΑΛ) = sup
06(0,1) veMfl
andfor h = 0 ara/ A = l
The main difficulty in the analysis of (1.11) comes from the second supremum. This
supremum involves a non-linear functional on an oo-dimensional space subject to a linear
constraint.
1.4. Solution of variational formula. Before we can state our solution of (1.11) we
need to introduce the following operator:
(1.13) A(i,j) = e-'v + J-»P(i,j) (i, je M) .
Here
(1.14) g(i)
Recall that M is the maximal value in (1.2). Note that (1.15) is the Markov transition
kernelof (1.10)at 0 = 0.
In section 2 we show that (1.11) can be reduced to finding the largest eigenvalue λ (r)
and corresponding eigenvector τ, in /2(/V) of the 1-parameter family of matrices
(1.16) Ar(iJ) = e-r« + J-»A(i,j) ( r ^O) .
In section 3 we derive various properties of λ (r) needed for the analysis of Q( ,h). E. g.
λ (r) is a simple eigenvalue in (0,1), and r-* A (r) is analytic, strictly decreasing and
strictly log convex on [0, oo).
The formulation of our main result, namely the solution of (l. 11) in Theorem 2 below,
uses four more quantities, 0c( ), hc( )9 r( , h) and θ(β, A), defined in terms of λ (r):
(1.18) A2(0)'
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(1.19) i f A ^ A c : r(ß,h) = Q ,
if h > hc: r = r(ß, h) is the unique solution of h = - ^ y^ ,l + (r)
at r = r(/?,A).
Theorem 2 A. (i) The growth rate is given by
(1.20)
 Q(ß, h) = log[M(l - A2p] if0^h^hc
= log[M(l-A2)5]+r05,A) ifhc<h<\
(ii) maximisers ff = G(ß, A) a«d v = v(j?, A) czre g/ü
(1.21)
(1.22) v(ij) =
MW
_ _^_^ rr(i)Ar(iJ)rr(j) if hc < h < l .
Theorem 2 B. (iii) 0 < 0C ^  Ac < l.
(iv) A -> ( , A) w continuous and strictly decreasing on [0,1], <zm/ w analytic on
(Q,hc)andon(hc,i).
(v) At h = hc
ÖQ SQ dr 9C
(l .23) -ry (p, ftc~r) ^T \P> iic / = ^T vP' ^c ' / == j^ /~2 '
(vi) IflogM > 0 > log J bß(db) then ( , A) changes sign at h = A* /A^ unique solu-
tion of q(ß, h) = 0 computable from (1.20).
(vii) 7%e maximiser 0~(/J, A) satisfies
(1.24) 0 C < 0 ~ < A r/ A C < A < 1
A -> 5"(jß, A) strictly increasing and analytic on (Ac, 1).
The proof of Theorem 2 is given in section 4 and is based on the functional analytit
results of sections 2 and 3. The following two figures display qualitatively q(ß,h) anc
$(ß, A) äs functions of A for fixed satisfying log M > 0 > log f bß(db):
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Iogj6(db)b
Figure l Figure 2
In section 5 we prove that /l(r) satisfies the inequality -A'(r)/>l(r) > (l + A2(r))/(l - /l2 (r))
for all r > 0. This is needed in section 4 to show that A -> ρ(β, Α) is strictly decreasing and
0~(/J, A) < h on (Ac, 1). The proof uses tools like iterated maps, random continued fractions
and Gibbs measures.
1.5. Reformulation of variational formula. We shall want to rewrite (1.1 1) in a slightly
easier form in order to prepare for the variational analysis in section 2, namely
(1.25)
with(recall (1.13-15))
(1.26)
= sup
0e(0,l]
+ θ log
(1.27)
(L28)
The above reformulation follows easily by substituting into (1.11) the identity
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(1.29) 70(v) - /e(v) = X v(i,j) log (P, (i,j) / P (i,,))
The second equality comes from the observation that v e Me implies
and
Finally, from (1.7) and (1.14) we have
(1-30)
This implies the following properties for the function g (recall (1.2)):
(1.31) (i) g(0) = 0,
(ii) g is strictly increasing ,
(iii) l img(i)/i = 0.
These properties will be essential and contain all about g that will be needed in sections 2-4.
It is only in section 5 that we need the representation (l .30) in order to prove the differential
inequality for λ(τ) mentioned below the figures.
2. Analysis of Κ(θ): Variation over v
2.1. A minimisation problem wfl. Throughout this section we assume that θ > 0. In
order to prepare for the analysis in sections 2.2 and 2.3 it will be convenient to reformulate
(1.28) s a problem of minimisation on some appropriate compact convex set in t ^/V2)
(with t1 the space of absolutely summable sequences). This reformulation appears in
Proposition l below.
Define first the Symbols
(2.1) λ = θ-^
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and the sets
(2.2) Φ(λ) = Let*(N2): μ (/,./) ^  0, £ - ^ - = l ,
(2.3) δΦ(Α) = [μ Ε Φ(λ) : £ μ (/,./) = λ} .
Note that Φ (λ) c 5(A), with 5(λ) the closed ball in t1 (N2) of radius /l, and
with dB (λ) the surface of Β(λ). Define
(2.4) </> (/ι) = φ, (μ) + φ2 (μ) + φ3 (μ) + φ4 (μ),
i+j-
(2.6) Φ2(μ) =Ψ \Μ — ^t*\*>JJ / ι
 7 ·_1
i,j ' -^
Then (1.28) reads, in the language of (2.1-8),
(2.9) Κ(λ)= inf Φ (μ)·
Proposition l below says that the infimum may be extended from d Φ (λ) to Φ (λ) and
that it is actually achieved on Φ (λ).
Proposition 1. For λ e [l, oo)
(2.10) Κ(λ)= min φ(μ) .
μεΦ(λ)
The proof is done in several Steps and is based on Lemma l and 2 below dealing with
Φ(Α) resp. φ(μ). We Start by recalling some terminology. A sequence (μη) in ^>i(N2) is said
to converge weakly * to some //e/^/V2), written μη Λ μ, if <μπ, r> -> <μ, r> for all
r e c0(/W2) (with c0 the space of sequences (r (1,7)) such that r (1,7) -> 0 s 1,7 -> oo; ^ 1 is
the dual of c0). Moreover, B (λ) is weak * compact, the weak * topology in Β(λ) is metris-
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able, and on B (λ) weak * convergence and componentwise convergence are equivalent,
i.e., μη Α μ iff μπ(/,7) -> μ(/,7) for all i and 7 (see Rudin [17], 3.14-16).
Lemma 1. For λ e [l, oo): Φ (λ) is convex, is weak * compact and is t he weak * closure
of^Φ(λ).
Proof. (1) Clearly Φ (λ) is convex.
(2) To see that Φ (λ) is weak * closed, let μηεΦ(λ) and με/1 (W2) be such that
μη Α- μ, i.e., μπ -» μ componentwise. Then
μ(1,7) ^ 0 for all i and 7 ,
Σ μθ',7') ^ lim inf £ μηΟ',7) ^  ^ by Fatou's lemma ,
= j sinceΣ j^ = lim Σ MJL = j si
U i+7- l » - ο ο ^ ί + 7 - Ι
( c \- — ^ — - l e c0(/V2) for all fc, it follows thati+j — l/
iJ} _ μ^ 0] = o for
Hence μ e Φ (A). Since Φ(1) c B (λ), weak * closedness implies weak * compactness.
(3) To see that d Φ (λ) is weak * dense in Φ (λ) it suffices to find for every μεΦ(λ} a
sequence (μπ) in d Φ (λ) such that μπ ^  μ. Indeed, pick any μ e Φ (λ) with
and put
In order to have μη e 3 Φ (A), i„ and sn must satisfy
l
This means
2η-1-λ
13 Journal f r Mathematik. Band 454
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Since
it follows that μη Α μ. D
Lemma 2. For λ e [l, oo): φ : Φ (λ) -> K is well-defined, nonnegative, weak *
semicontinuous and convex.
Proof. Recall (2.4-8).
(1) Since g S: 0 it is obvious that φ1 (μ) ^ 0. In the notation with v instead of μ (recall
(2.1)) we have
( v(i /) \
02 (V) + 03 (V) + 04(V) = Σ V Ο*'-/) 1θ§ ( fl/Apfl ·) ) ·
l, J \ \ s \ J / /
This is the relative entropy of v(ij) with respect to v(i)P(i,j), which are both probability
measures on /V2. Nonnegativity follows from Jensen's inequality via convexity of
χ -* χ log x.
(''+./-1A_ , A / 2 x(2) Property (1.31) (iii) implies that ( ^—J-—~- } e c0(/V2), which makes φ^ weak *
continuous. ^ J
(3) Since l —:—:—-— J^c0(A/2) , φ2 is not weak * continuous (recall (1.15)).
However, if μη -> μ componentwise, then φ2 (μ) ^ lim inf φ2 (μη) by Fatou's lemma, which
makes φ2 weak * lower semicontinuous. " "* °°
(4) Both 03 and <£4 are entropy functions, and Ο ^ 04(μ) ^  — 03 (μ) for all μ e
(the second inequality follows from Jensen's inequality via convexity of χ -» χ log χ). Split
φ3 into two parts
with
3GO = Σ . , . .i,j * "ry — i
Φί(μ)=-
Next note that
π2
I max ί | ο β ί | = - < oo .
u "i0·1!
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Hence, by H lder's inequality, φ\ is bounded and therefore weak * continuous (f* is the
dual of t*}. Since ( .J )ec0(M2) , the same is true for </>f. The weak * con-\ l +7 ~~ l /
tinuity of φ4 follows by the same argument.
(5) Both φι(μ) and φ2(μ) are linear in μ. We show that φ3(μ) + Φ4(μ) is convex in
μ. In the notation with v and v (recall (2.1)) this sum equals
4(ν) = Σ v(ij
Convexity in v (and hence in μ) follows from Jensen's inequality via convexity of χ -> χ log χ.
Note that there is no strict convexity because the sum is linear along lines where
i) is constant for all / and j : φ is positively homogeneous. D
* Proofof Proposition 1. Since Φ (λ) is weak * compact (Lemma 1) and φ is weak *
lower semicontinuous on Φ (λ) (Lemma 2), φ achieves its minimum on Φ (λ). It now
suffices to find for every μ£Φ(λ) a sequence (μη) in ^Φ(λ} such that μη Λ μ and
φ(μη) -» φ (μ)- Indeed, in that case, if μ is a minimiser of φ on Φ (λ) and (μπ) the corre-
sponding approximating sequence in <9Φ(/1), then
inf (μ)^ lim φ(μη) = φ(μ)
η-* 00
= min φ(μ)^ inf Φ (μ) .
μ€Φ(Λ)
Το exhibit such a sequence (μη), pick the example in part (3) of the proof of Lemma 1.
There we showed that μη -^ μ. Since φλ(μπ) -> ψλ(μ) for fc = l, 3, 4 by weak * continuity,
we need to worry about φ2 only. But
^ s ^ . Λ f \
</>2 (ft.) = ίη ^2 (/^) - Sn
- \
and P (n, n) - - — by Stirling's formula. Hence also φ2(μη) -> φ (μ), α
2.2. Properties of Κ(λ).
Proposition 2. A -* A^(A) is non-increasing, convex and continuous on [l, oo).
. Let K λν < λ2 < oo. Then Φ(ΑΟ g Φ(Α2) and hence Κ(λ^ ^ ^(Α2). Let
μί 6 Φ^), ι = l, 2, and 0 < / < 1. Then
^ O - ΟΦ(μι) + Ιφ(μ2)
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(φ is convex by Lemma 2). Pick μί = t with t any minimiser, i.e., Κ(λ{) = φ(μί) (see
Proposition 1). It follows that
This says that K (λ) is convex in λ and hence also continuous on (l, oo). One easily checks
continuity at λ = l, because this case is degenerate (K (i) = g(l)). D
Proposition 2 teils us that in principle there are two qualitatively different situations
possible.
Case A. Κ(λ) is strictly decreasing on [l,oo).
Case B. There exists Ac e (l, oo) such that K (λ) is strictly decreasing on [l, Ac) and
constant on [Ac, oo).
We shall see in section 4 that actually only case B occurs. The transition at λ = Ac is
connected with where the minimum is attained:
Proposition 3.
(2.11) Forλ^λc: Κ(λ) = min φ(μ) .
(2.12) Forλ>λc: Κ(λ)= min φ(μ) .
Proof. Το prove (2.11) let λ ^ λ
€
. Suppose that there is no μεδΦ(λ) such that
K (λ) = φ (μ). Since φ achieves its minimum on Φ (λ) (by Proposition 1), there must exist
I< λ and μ6δΦ(2) such that K (λ) = φ (μ). However, K(l) = inf Φ (μ) ^ Φ (μ) and
μεδΦ(λ)
this contradicts K(I) > Κ(λ). Το prove (2.12) let λ > λ
€
. Then Κ(λ) = Κ(λ£) and
Ac)= min φ (μ) by (2.11). D
Remark. Proposition 3 shows that for λ£λ
€
 the minimum is achieved on the
boundary δ Φ (A), the set we started out with in our original variational formula (see (2.9)).
If we would know that the minimiser of φ on Φ (λ) is unique for every A 6 [l, oo), then we
could conclude from (2.12) that for every λ > λ
€
 this minimiser does not lie on the boundary
ΘΦ(λ). At this stage we cannot yet see uniqueness due to the fact that φ is convex but not
strictly convex (see part (5) of the proof of Lemma 2). However, later we shall indeed
establish uniqueness (Theorem 3 below), so that Ac is indeed the value where the minimiser
moves off the boundary into the interior.
2.3. Study of the minimiser (s). Next we study the minimiser (s). Lemmas 3-5 below
list a few basic properties. Lemma 5 provides the connection with the eigenvalue problem
s formulated later on in sections 2.4 and 2.5.
We return to the notation with θ,ν instead of λ, μ (recall (2.1)), which was introduced
only to niake the link with £l and c0. Accordingly, we write Κ(θ), Φ (θ), 5Φ(0), φ (ν) etc.
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Lemma 3. Any minimiser is Symmetrie, i.e., if νβΦ(0) and Κ(θ) = φ(ν) then
v(ij) = v O', 0 for all i and j.
Proof. Let v'(ij) = v(y, /). Then v se Φ(0) and φ(ν*) = φ (ν) by (1.15) and (2.1-8)
(use that P is Symmetrie). Convexity of φ gives
hence
As observed in part (5) of the proof of Lemma 2, this implies that
A ' = A ' for all / and j.
But v(/) = vs(/) because Υ [v(ij) - v(J9 /)] = 0 (recall (1.6)). D
In what follows we shall be able to get Information about the minimiser (s) v by
considering variations v -h td, with t > 0 sufficiently small, of the form
(2.13) d ( i , j ) = d(j,
d(ij) = 0 except at finitely many points ,
(2.14)
(2.15)
ij
Indeed, (2.13-15) ensure that if νεΦ(θ) then also v + tde<&(9). Variations d with the
latter property are called admissible. Note that if v φ δΦ(0) then we may even drop (2.15),
because in that case still v + td e Φ(0) for / sufficiently small under (2.14) alone. We shall
need this observation later on.
The fact that v is a minimiser implies
(2.16) φ(v}^φ(v + t^}.
Together with the convexity of φ this implies
(2.17) Bm7
r|0 *
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Lemma 4. For 0e(0,1) any minimiser is strictly positive, i.e., if ν€Φ(θ) and
Κ(θ) = φ (v) then v(ij} >0for all i and j.
Proof. Note that v(i,y) = δ^δ^ at θ = 1; in the lemma we exchided this degenerate
case. Suppose that we have an admissible Variation. Then from
it is straightforward to deduce that for t -> 0
(2.19)
1
There is a contradiction with (2.17) if
(2.20) d(ij) > 0 for some (ij) with v(ij) = 0, v(0 > 0 .
We shall exclude v (U) = 0 by finding admissible variations satisfying (2.20).
Since θ < l, there exists (k, /) Φ (l, 1), k ^ / such that v(fc, *f ) = v(/, k) > 0. First we
show that v (k, t — 1) = v(*f — l, k) > 0. Indeed, suppose the contrary. Then an admissible
Variation (for / sufficiently small) is
= 5(4 *)=-(! + !<*,,,),
^(^ j) ^  0 otherwise .
This satisfies (2.20) which provides the contradiction. By symmetry and backward induc-
tion it follows that v (1,7) = v (J9 i) > 0 for all i ^  k and 7 ^  /. Next we show that
v (A:, f + 1) = v(/4- l,fc) > 0. Indeed, now the contrary is ruled out by the admissible
Variation
(i,y) = 0 otherwise .
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By symmetry and forward induction it follows that v (1,7) = v (7, i) > 0 for all ι ^  k and
j ^  f. Combination of backward and forward induction proves the lemma. n
Lemma 5. Fix θ e (0, 1). Lei v e Φ(θ) be a minimiser and define
(2.21) f(i,j) =
Then there exists r ^  0 such that
(2.22) ή(ΐ,β = »Kl, 1) - r(i + 7-2) for all i and j .
Ι/νφ9Φ(θ) then r = 0 and ή is constant.
Proof. Consider variations of the form
5(i,y ) Φ 0 if (1,7) or (7, i) e {(fc, O, (m, n), (/>, ?)} ,
(/,7*) = 0 otherwise .
By Lemma 4 such variations are admissible (for t sufficiently small) provided (2.14) and
(2.15) hold, i.e.,
(2.23) 3 (A:, O + δ (m, Λ) + d(p, 0) = 0 ,
(2.24) (fc + ^ ) d(k, O + (m + n) d (m, n) + (p + 9) 3 (p, 9) ^  0 .
Admissibility combined with (2.17) implies via (2.21) (recall (2.19))
(2.25) 0 ^  lim - \_φ (v + td) - φ (ν)]
i|0 t
v(/,7)
= Σ 5('^'
i,J
= >j ( :, / ) 5(fc, /) + ή (m, n) d(m, n) + ή(ρ, q) d(p, q)
(for the second equality note that d is Symmetrie). Now use (2.23) to eliminate d(p,q)
from (2.24) and (2.25) to obtain the following implication
(2.26) (k + t-p- q)d(k,t) + (m + n-p- q)d(m,n) ^ 0
=> (ij(k, /) - ή(ρ, q)}d(k, t) + (f\(m, n) - ή(ρ, q)}d(m, n) ^  0 .
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Here d(k, /), d(m,n) e R are arbitrary. Via the elementary lemma
a9b,c9deR9a*Q9c*Q9 ) ^ c_ = d
(αχ + 6>> ^ 0 => ex + rfy ;> 0) for all *, y ε R j ^ a b
we obtain from (2.26)
(227)
k+t—p—q m+n—p—q
Pick (/?, ^ ) = (1,1) to read off (2.22). We can go further if v φ δΦ(θ) since then the restric-
tion (2.24) drops out (recall the remark below (2.15)). The remaining restriction (2.23)
combined with (2.25) gives that for all d (k, /), d(m, n)e!R
+ (n(m, n) - ή(ρ, q}}d(m, ri)
 = 0 .
Hence ή must be constant. D
2.4. The minimiser(s) v s solution of an eigenvalue problem. We are now in a position
to exhibit v s solution of an eigenvalue problem.
Proposition 4. Fix θ E (0, 1). Lei v e Φ(θ) be a minimiser and define
(2.28) Ar(i,j) = e-r« + J-»A(iJ) (r = 0) .
Then
(2.29) v(ij) = RrtfW^A&ritfurf (ij
 = 1) ,
(2.30) [ν(0]^ = ΑΓΣj
where
(2.31) R,=
I. If ved<fr(e) then r is given by the constraint
(2.32) 0-1
i, i
Π. Ι/νφ6Φ(θ) then r = 0.
Proof. Combine (2.21) and (2.22). This gives via (1.16)
v(/,7 ) v(/, 0 = /?r2v(0
with Rr given by (2.31). Next use that v and Ar are Symmetrie (recall Lemma 3 and (1.16))
to read off (2.29). Summing (2.29) on j we get (2.30) (recall Lemma 4). Equation (2.32) is
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obvious (recall (2.3)), while the last Statement in the proposition is the same s that in
Lemma 5. D
2.5. Identification with largest eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector. Proposition 4
is an eigenvalue problem for the matrix Ar but it does not teil us what eigenvalue and
eigenvector (R~ l, v1) is. By doing a spectral analysis of the 1-parameter family of Symmetrie
matrices Ar(r ^ 0) we shall be able to remove this obstacle and establish the following.
Proposition 5. For every r 3> 0 there exists a uniquepair (A(r), τΓ) e i? x f 2 (N} solving
(2.33) Arir = A(r)rr
under the restrictions τΓ(ΐ) ^ 0 and £ τ;? (z) = 1; λ (r) is the largest eigenvalue of Ar and is
simple. l
Moreover, for r ^ 0 the following hold'.
(i) 0 < A ( r ) < l ,
(ii) r -> A (r) is continuous and strictly decreasing ,
(iii) r -> /l (r) analytic,
(iv) r -> log A (r) is strictly convex,
(v) 0 < τΓ < l /or a// /,
(vi) r -> t r e/ 2 ( /V) is analytic.
The proof of Proposition 5 is deferred to section 3. Let us first see what it does for
our variational problem.
Theorem 3. For every θ e (0, 1) there is a unique minimiser v 6 Φ(θ) given by
(2.34) v (1,7) = Tyr τΓ(ΟΛ(υΚΟ')
w/iere A (r) iwd τΓ are defined in Proposition 5.
Define9casin(\Al}. Then
A'(0)
(2.35)
I. If 9^9C then ved<f>(9} and r = r(0) w ί/ze fini^ue solution of
(2.36) ^1=-
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Moreover, θ -> r(0) and θ -> Κ(θ) are strictly increasing on (0C, 1), and
(2.37) Κ(θ) = φ(ν) = - - log A(r) .
II. // θ < 0C /Ae« v <£ δΦ(θ) a«</ r = r(0) = 0. Moreover, v( ) = v(0c) e 3Φ(0,) and
(2.38) *(0) = *(0C) = -logl(O) .
Finally, θ -> ΘΚ(Θ) is convex on (0, 1), mth lim θίΓ(θ) = 0 and lim 0^(0) = K(i).
. Return to Proposition 4. Equation (2.30) reads
From Proposition 5 (since v(i') ^ 0 and £ v(z) = 1) it follows that Rr 1 = λ (r) and v 2 = τΓ.
Now (2.29) becomes (2.34).
The relation between r and 0 is obtained s follows. Recall the distinction between
cases A and B in section 2.2. These correspond to 0C = 0 and 0C > 0, respectively.
L If 0 ^  0C then v 6 δΦ(0). Hence by Proposition 4.1 and (2.34)
θ
"
1 =
 Σθ'+7-1)ν(/,7)
ij
-ϊδϊΣ·Av/V tj
Now, since
—
By the symmetry of ^4r the last two terms are identical and equal to
This proves (2.36).
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The fact that (2.36) has a unique and strictly decreasing solution is a consequence
of Propositions (5) (iii), (iv). Indeed, -—log A (r) is strictly decreasing, since
d2 dr
— —2 log λ (r) g 0 with equality at most in isolated points. Equation (2.37) follows by
Substitution of (2.34) into (2.18). Use Lemma 3, (1.16) and (2.32).
II. If 0 < 0C then v φ 8Φ(Θ) by the remark below (2.12). Hence r = 0 by Proposition
4.II, and v = v (r = 0) = v(0 = 0C) with eigenvalue A(O). Equation (2.38) is just (2.37) at
r = 0.
To get convexity οίθΚ(θ) compute for 0 ^  0C using (2.36) and (2.37)
3. Proof of Proposition 5: spectral analysis of Ar
Having thus reduced (1.20), via Theorem 3, to the eigenvalue problem of Proposi-
tion 5, we are now ready to give the proof of the latter. There are several lemmas on the
way. We Start by collecting properties of P, the matrix in (1.15) which appears in the
definition of Ar in (1.13).
3.1. Properties of P. The matrix P is Symmetrie, strictly positive and stochastic, i.e.,
(3.1) (i) P(i,j) = P ( j , i ) ,
(ii) P ( / ,y )>0 ,
(iii) £/>(/,./) = l .
j
The following identity will be important (in particular in section 5):
(3.2) £P(/jV~1= (2^ (^^^'
The next lemma summarizes the properties of P needed for the proof of Proposition 5.
Lemma 6. (i) P is recurrent, i.e. ( Σ P*)(iJ) = oo for all ij.
n^O
(ii) //ue /°°, w ^ 0 and (I-P)u = w, then w = 0 and u = ci(ceR).
(I = identity matrix, l = vector with all components equal to 1.)
(iii) P: (2 -> t2 is a bounded linear operator with
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(3.3)
where \\-\\2is the operator norm, r(-)is the spectral radius and ress( · ) is the essential spectral
radius.
(i v) P is not compact in £ 2.
(For the definition of essential spectrum, see Kato [12], X. 1.11.)
Proof. (1) To prove part (i), define the sequence of vectors (xk)k^Q by
0.4) *,(,-), _L
and use (3.2) to see that
(3.5) *k + l = Pxk (^0).
Hence
( Σ P»x0)(0 = Σ -L- (-^-rY ' = oo for every i = l .
«£o ii^o w + i \H + i/
Since x0 = ex = (l, 0, 0, . . .) this says that
( £ Pn)(iJ) = oo for every i ^  l when 7 = 1.
But then the same holds for all ij by (3.1)(ii).
Remark. P is in fact the transition matrix of a non-degenerate critical branching
process with one Immigrant (Greven and den Hollander [10]) and therefore is null-
recurrent (Athreya and Ney [1], VI. 7).
(2) To prove part (ii) use the Poisson equation (/— P)u = w to write for N ^ 0
Let N -+ oo and use ||w — PN + 1w||00^2||w||00 together with the recurrence of P, to get
w = 0 and hence Pu = u. Since P is irreducible and recurrent it has no non-constant
bounded harmonic functions (Neveu [15], 6.1) and hence u = c\ (c e K). Incidentally, the
latter Statement is non-trivial, but under the additional restriction that w(/0) = H W ^ for
some IQ it has an easy proof, namely
by (3.1)(iii), with equality iff u is constant.
(3) To prove ||P||2 ^ l, note that by (3.1)(i),(iii)
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)gr°, ||Ρ||βο = 1.
Use the Riesz-Thorin Interpolation theorem (Dunford-Schwartz [8], VI. 10.11) to get
\\P\\2 £
(4) To prove r (P) = ||P||2 = l, note that because
it suffices to exhibit a sequence (xk) in /2 such that
0.6) φ^^1 (k^m)
<Xk, *k>
2k + 1For this pick the sequence xk defined in (3.4). The l.h.s. of (3.6) equals — - .
2* K· ~T~ ^
(5) To prove part (iv) argue by contradiction. For a positive compact operator P,
r (P) E σ (P) and ρσ(Ρ) ϋ σ (P) \{0}, with σ( - ) the spectrum and ρσ( - ) the point spectrum
(see Zaanen [19], 12.4). Hence r(P) = l implies l e/?a(P), i.e., Pu = u has a solution in *f2.
But this contradicts part (ii).
(6) To prove ress(P) = l, combine ress(P) ^ r (P) = l with l φρσ(Ρ). Together with (3)
and (4) this gives part (iii). n
3.2. Distinction between compact and non-compact Ar. For the spectral analysis we
shall need
Lemma 7. Ar : *?2(/V) -> £2(N} is a compact operator if and only if
(C) r > 0, or r = 0 and g(oo) = oo .
In the sequel we shall often refer to condition (C).
Proof. For r > 0 estimate the Hubert-Schmidt norm of Ar (see Dunford and
Schwartz [8], Part II, XL 6):
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The inequality uses g (i) 2> 0 and P(iJ) ^ 1. Hence Ar is Hubert-Schmidt and therefore
compact.
Next consider the case r = 0. Use (1.13) to split (recall (2.28))
(3.7) AQ = A = e-g(^P + K
with
(3.8) K(iJ) = k(i+j
Observe that k is positive and strictly decreasing to zero (recall (1.31)(ii)). We shall prove
that K\£2-+ t2 is cdmpact. This will prove the lemma because P is not compact by
Lemma 6 (iv).
First note that K i e c0(/V), namely
Let BCQ be the closed unit ball in c0(/V). Since
ΛΓ is compact in c0. Since Ji is Symmetrie and t1 is the dual of c0, ΛΓ is also compact in
(^ (Rudin [17], 4.19). From the Interpolation theorem (Triebel [18], p. 117) it now follows
that K is compact in t2 (since /* £ (2 £ e0). D
3.3. Spectral analysis of /ir (compact case). There are several lemmas on the way.
Lemma 8 (Standard). Assume (C). Then
(3.9) sup (x,Arxy= max <x, ΛΓ.χ> = max \λ\Ερσ(ΑΓ)
\\x\\ =1 11*11 =1,
where || * || w iA^ £2-norm, σ( · ) ώ ίΑ^ spectrum, and ρσ(- ) w /A^ /? /«/ spectrum.
Proof. By the strict positivity of y4r
sup <x, Ar xy = sup <x, Ar xy > 0 .
11*11=1 11*11 = l f *£0
Since Ar is compact, the supremum is a maximum and is an element of pff(Ar). Indeed, the
supremum is an element of a(Ar) and by compactness a(A1) \{0} £ p„(Ar) (see Zaanen [19],
12.4). Finally, μ€ρσ(Α,) means that there exists some je/2 with \\y\\ = 1 such that
Ar y = μγ, and therefore
max (x,Ax>,
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so that the maximum is the spectral radius of Ar. α
From now on we denote by λ (r) the largest eigenvalue (is spectral radius) of Ar.
Lemma 9 (Standard). Assume (C). Then the algebraic multiplicity of the eigenvalue
/l (r) is l, and there is a unique corresponding eigenvector ir under the restrictions that τΓ 2: 0
and ||τΓ|| = 1. Moreover τγ > 0.
Proof. From the symmetry of Ar we know that the algebraic and the geometric
multiplicity of A(r) are equal (see Zaanen [19], 11.3). If xe t2 with ||jc|| = l is an eigen-
vector associated with λ (r), then so is |x| because
Moreover, by the strict positivity of Ar,
so that there is at least one strictly positive eigenvector τ, associated with A (r). Now let r be
any eigenvector for λ (r) such that ||τ|| = 1 and τ ^  0. We show that τ = τΓ. Indeed, pick i0
such that τ (/0) > 0 and put / = τΓ(/0)/τ(/0) > 0. Clearly τΓ — ίτ is either zero or is an eigen-
vector for λ(τ). In the latter case also |τΓ — ίτ\ is an eigenvector and hence |τΓ — ίτ\ > 0 by
the above observation. But τΓ(/0) — /τ(/0) = 0, so that we have a contradiction. Thus
τ, = ίτ. Hence / = ||τΓ||/||τ|| = 1 and therefore τΓ = τ. D
Lemma 10 (Standard). Assume (C). Let (μ, y) be any pair of eigenvalue and eigen-
vector with \\y\\ = l and y ^ 0. Then μ — λ(τ) and y = τΓ.
Proof. Simply note that
Since (y, Tr> > 0, we get μ = /l (r) and hence ^ = rr by Lemma 9. D
Lemma 11. Assume (C). Jfte« the follomng functions are analytic on [0, oo):
(3.10) r^Ar
Here B(f2} is the space ofbounded linear operators from f2 into f 2 .
Proof. (1) For x9 y e f2 define xn and yn by
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Then xn -» χ and yn -> y in t2 s n -> oo. Since r -* <>>„, ^lr^n> is analytic on
(r 6 C : Re r > 0} for every # and since
\<yn,A,xny - (y,A,xy\ ^ \\yn\\ · Mr|| - ||*π - x\\ + \\yn-y\\ · Ι Ι Λ Ι Ι · 11*11 ,
it follows from the Weierstrass theorem for normal families of analytic functions (Behnke
and Sommer [4], II. 7.42) that r -» (y,Arxy is analytic (note that ||ΛΓ|| ^ £?~ r | |P|| = e~r
by (3.3)), i.e. r -+ Arxis weakly analytic. This implies that r -> Arx is strongly analytic (see
Rudin [16], 10.28). Now use the Banach-Steinhaus theorem (see Rudin [16], 2.5) to get
that r -* Ar is analytic in
(2) First we prove continuity of r -* λ (r). Pick any r and r' and note that by Lemma 8
<V, (Λ, - Λ,-) V> ^ Λ(Γ) - A(r') ^ <tr, (Jr - ^)tr> .
Hence
\X(r)-l(r')\^\\Ar-Ar,\\-
Now let r' -> r and use part (1). From the continuity of r ^  A (r) and the analyticity of
r -^ Ar we obtain the analyticity of r -> Λ (r) and r -*· τΓ by applying Lemma 1.3 of
Crandall and Rabinowitz [5]. The latter is a perturbation theorem for algebraically simple
eigenvalues. α
Lemma 12. Assume (C). On [0, oo): r -* λ (r) ώ strictly decreasing, r -> log A (r) w
strictly convex, and 0 < A (r) < 1.
jProo/. (1) For every r > r'
Α(Γ)-Λ(Γ / )^<τ Γ , (Λ -Λ ' )τ Γ ><0
because Ar(ij') < Ar,(iJ} and Tr(i,y) > 0 for all i and 7.
(2) For every * ^  Ο, <ΛΓ, Ar ;c> is log convex because Ar(iJ) is log linear for every i
and 7 and because log convexity is preserved under taking positive combinations. It follows
that (recall Lemma 8)
A(r)= sup (χ,Α,χ)
11*11 =1,
is log convex because log convexity is preserved under taking pointwise limits and suprema
(see Kingman [14] and Kato [13]).
(3) Suppose that log A (r) is not strictly log convex. Then by analyticity there exist α
and β such that λ (r) = ae r. Now estimate
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(κ}= sup <.x,v4r.x>
kχ
<f = 0 V/
The second inequality uses g ^  0. On the other hand, put χ = el = (l, 0, 0, . . .) to get
A (r) ^  <el9Are,y = Ar(l,i) = e~rA(l9l) .
Combining upper and lower bound we get
0 < Λ (1,1) ^ ae( + 1}r
Pass to the limit r -> oo to see that α = A (i, 1) and β = —1. Thus
But this contradicts (^rir)(l) = l(r)ir(l) because ^ ^fr ( l , j ) r r ( j ) > 0.
7^2
(4) Trivially, A(r) > 0 for all r ^ 0 by the strict positivity of Ar. From (1.31)(ii)
follows that for all r ^  0
hence λ (r) ^  ^~3(1) < l by (3.3) in Lemma 6(iii). α
Lemma 13. For every r > 0 : τΓ(/) w non-increasing in i.
j
Proof. Let (e^^ be the canonical base of /2 and let ./J = Σ ef. Define
i = l
ΛΓ= {*e /2 : χ ^ 0, jc(i + 1) ^  x(0 for i ^ 1} ,
^o = {^  = Σ cjfj : cj ^ °' o * ° finitely often} ·
;
K is a closed convex cone and K = K0 (the weak closure of K0). Since Ar is a continuous
operator on t2 for all r > 0, it follows that
(3.11) ΛΓ*<=* tff Arfj*K fa
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Since Ar is Symmetrie and has a spectral gap we know that lim λ~η(τ)Α*χ = τΓ for all
n -+ oo
x e / 2, χ ^  Ο, χ Φ 0. Hence it will follow from (3.11) that τΓ e K once we show that Arf^K
for all 7^1.
We next show that the latter indeed is true s a consequence of the following con-
vexity property of Ar(iJ):
(3.12) A,(iJ + 1) + ΛΟ' + U) ~ 2ΛΓ0' + 1,7 + 1) ^  0 for all 1,7 £ 0
(with the convention Ar(i, 0) = ^4r(0,7) = 0). The inequality in (3.12) is easily verified by
recalling (1.13-16) and (1.31)(ii) and noting that P(iJ) satisfies the same equation but with
equality. Now write out
(4,J5)(0-(4J5)(i+l) = Σ Ar(i,k)- t Ar(i + l,fc)
Jk = l fe = l
= j Σ iAr(i,k)-Ar(i+l,k-iy]-2Ar(i+iJ)}+Ar(i+lJ).
Call the term between braces at(j). Then
by (3.12), and so a t ( j ) is non-decreasing in j for all /. Hence
= ΛΟ; 1) - Ar(i +1,0)- 2Xr(i + 1,1).
The r.h.s. is ^ 0 by (3.12) because Ar(i + l, 0) = 0. This shows that Arfj e K, s was needed
to complete the proof. D
3.4. Spectral analysis of AQ (non-compact case). Define (recall that λ (r) is decreasing
by Lemma 12)
(3.13) A(0)= lim λ (r).
The purpose of this section is to show that even in the non-compact case A(0) is an eigen-
value of A0 in /2.
Lemma 14. A0x = λ(0)χ has a solution in f™ with χ ^  Ο, χ Φ 0.
Proof. To construct a solution, define for every r > 0
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By Lemma 13, μ, e B^ the closed unit ball in ^°°(/V). Since 5,« is weak * compact, there
exists μ0 e /°° such that μη ^  μ0 s r -> 0 along a subsequence. Note that μ0 ^  Ο, μ0(1) = 1.
We show that
Start from ^Γμ, = >l(r)^r for r > 0. Consider
(3.14) <Α,μ,,χ} = λ
(/°° is the dual oft1). First note that
<μΓ, *>
Then note that
<μΓ,040-ΛΓ)χ> ^ 0
by Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, because 0 ^  Ar(iJ} t ^οΟ'»7)»
ΣΛ(υ)^ι
i
and μΓ(0 ^  1. Thus
),χ> = 0 for all xe / 1 ,
which completes the proof. D
Lemma 15.
Proof. First we prove λ(0) ^ e~0(oo). Indeed, since μ0 ^  ;c0 = el = (l, 0, 0, . . .) it
follows from (3.4) and (3.5) together with the decomposition in (3.7) that
hence
Now recall μ0(1) = l and xk(i) = ^—7, and let k -> oo./C ~τ~ l
Suppose next that A(O) = e~9(ao\ This would imply via Α0μ0 = λ(0)μ0 and the
decomposition (3.7) that
Hence Κμ0 = 0 by Lemma 6(ii). This contradicts the strict positivity of K. n
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Lemma 16. AQx = λ(ϋ)χ has a unique solution in t2 with \\x\\ = l, χ > 0.
Proof. The key property is that the essential spectral radius of a bounded Symmetrie
linear operator is invariant under compact perturbations (see Kato [12], X. 5.35). Hence
r„(A<>) = r9m(e-«*»P + K) = r^e'^P) = e~·™
via ress(jP) = l s in (3.3). Thus /l(0) > ress(^40) by Lemma 15. Therefore Λ,(Ο) is an eigenvalue
with finite multiplicity. Repeat the argument in the proof of Lemma 9 to see that A(0) is
simple and that the corresponding eigenvector is strictly positive. D
Proof of Proposition 5. Combine Lemmas 9-12 and 16. In particular, note that
Lemmas 10 and 11 extend to the non-compact case, s a result of Lemma 16, so that λ (r) is
analytic on the closed interval [Ο, οο). α
4. Analysis of ρ(β, K): Variation over θ
With Theorem 3 we have all the Information we need in order to solve (1.25). First
we formulate what properties J
 j h ( 9 ) has by substituting our results for Κ(θ) into (1.26).
Propositions 5 (i), (iii) imply that
 c and hc defined in (1.17) and (1.18) are both in (0, 1).
Theorem 4. θ -> J
 th(G} is continuous and concave on [0, 1]. Furthermore, it is strictly
concave and analytic on (0C, 1) and is linear on (0, 0C), where 0ce(0, 1) is defined in (1.17).
Define hcas in (1.18)
I. If h < hc then J ,h(9) is strictly decreasing on [0, 1] and ρ (h) = J fh(ty with unique
maximiser 0 = 0.
II. If h — hc then J th(9) isflat on [0, c] andis strictly decreasing on (0C, 1). The maxi-
miser is not unique, but again ρ (h) = ^,Λ(0).
III. If h > hc then J fh(0) has strictly positive slope at θ = 0, and achieves a unique
maximum in (
 c, 1). The maximiser is
•~$
with r = r( , h) the unique solution of
<A K t, ^^(^(4
·
3) h
 - m^
and the maximum is
(4.4)
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Proof. All Statements prior to (4.1) are obvious from (1.26) and the last Statement
in Theorem 3, except for the strict concavity on (
 c, 1). To see the latter, compute from
1.26 for θ > θ
,
( ) 
€
 using (2.36) and (2.37)
(4.5)
··<·> — ί a
(note cancellation of terms) and use that θ -> r (θ) is strictly increasing by Theorem 3. 1.
The slope of J
 h(9) at θ = 0 equals (observe that r(0) = 0 for θ < 9C by Theorem 3)
which changes from negative to positive at h = hc defined in (1.18). Now parts I and II
are obvious. To see part III, note that J
 th(9) by (4.5) reaches its maximum when (4.3) holds
with r = r (0) the unique solution of (2.36). This proves (4.2) and (4.3). Finally, (4.4) is found
by substituting (2.37) into (1.26). α
Remark. Note the important qualitative change of J
 th(9) s h crosses the critical
value hc. Also note that the maximiser jumps from θ = 0 to 9C > 0.
Proof of Theorems 2 A and 2 B. Combine Theorems 3 and 4 with Proposition 5. Part
(i) is (4.4). Part (ii) is (4.2) and (2.34). Part (iv) follows from (1.19) and Proposition 5 (i)-(iv),
except for the strictly decreasing property of h -» ρ(β, h) on (
 C, 1). The latter, by part (i), is
implied by the following computation:
(l - λ2 (r)) (l + λ2 (r)) (l+A2(r))2
/l + A2(r)\2 Γ1-Α 2 (Γ) A(r)1
V 2 A (r) ; |_1+A2(/·) A'(r)J
where r = r( ,h) and we substitute (4.3). In the last Step we have used the following
proposition, which will be proved in section 5:
Proposition 6.
- >
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Part (iii) follows from (4.7) via (1.17) and (l . 1 8). Part (v) follows because via (1.17) and
(1.18)
2
*
d h > c 4λ(θμ'(0) ~ 1-A
Part (vi) is obvious from part (iv). Part (vii) follows from (1.19) and Proposition 5 (i)-(iv),
except for the upper bound. The latter follows from Proposition 6 via (4.2) and (4.3). D
5. Proof of Proposition 6
The proof requires a sequence of Steps. First we show that Ar can be viewed s induc-
ing a random map on [0,1) and that therefore Anre± (e± = (l, 0,0,...)) can be written s the
expectation of some functional of a continued fraction with random coefficients. Next we
show that log λ (r) = lim - log(A"ei)l can be identified s the pressure of a Gibbs measure
n-* oo n
for some potential that can be expressed in terms of the continued fraction. Finally we
establish the FKG-property of this Gibbs measure and use it to prove inequality (4.7) via a
class argument.
Step l. Fix r > 0. Our starting point is the observation that Ar is a convex combina-
tion of simpler matrices. Namely, combine (1.13), (1.16) and (1.30) to write
(5.1) Ar= f Pr + sy(ds)
[Ο,οο)
where
(5.2) Pt(iJ) = e-t(i + J-»P(i,j) (t > 0, ijE /V),
(5.3) γ is the distribution of log (M/b) induced by the distribution β of b.
Thus Ar can be viewed s the expectation of a random operator. The family (Pt)t>Q pre-
serves the cone of geometric vectors
(5.4) {€χξ: c e ί?+; χξ(ί) = {'-S ie /V, { e [0,1)}.
Indeed, from (3.2)
(5.5) ΡίΧξ = Τ(ί,ξ)χΤΜ,
(5.6) Γ(/'ξ) = 2Ζ=^·
For each t > Ο, ξ -» T (t, ξ) is a map from [0,1) into itself, with a unique attracting fixed
point φ (t) e (0,1). Thus Ar restricted to the set (5.4) can be viewed s inducing a random
map on [0,1) via the equation
(5.7) Α,χξ= J
ΕΟ, ο ο )
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Therefore define the following objects:
(5.8) Υ = (Y19 Y2,...) is a random process with values in [0, oo),
(5-9) fk(r,y) = i/2er + yh-i/2er + yk-i- ··· -\J2er + ^  (ye [0, oo)", fce /V)
where y = (yi,y2,...). N te that in the truncated continued fraction (5.9) the ^ 's appear in
reversed order.
Lemma 17. Lei EyN denote expectation over Υ w.r.t. y^. Then
(5.10) Λχ = EyJ\ Π Λ (r,
\ L f c = i
Proof. For « = l
[Ο,οο)
and we have T (r + Y^ 0) =/1(r, F). The proof follows by induction using (5.7) and the
observation that Tr+Y
 + ,(r,Y) = r ,F . D
Step 2. The next Step is to evaluate the growth rate of the r.h.s. of (5.10). Define
(5.11) f(r,y) = l/2er + ^ -lj2er + y*-·- (ye [0, oo)") .
Note that in the continued fraction (5.11) the y^s appear in the original order s opposed to
(5.9). Let σ denote the shift on [0, oo)^ defined by ay = O^* ^ 3* · · ·)· Use the same symbol
σ for the induced shift on ^ ([0, oo)*'), the set of probability measures on [0, oo)*'. Define
(5.12) M = {
(5.13) h(Q\y") = specific relative entropy of Q w.r.t. yN
(see e.g. Georgii [9], 15.13).
Lemma 18. Let EQ denote expectation over Υ w.r.t. Q. Then
(5.14) log A (r) = lim -log (4^)1
n-> oo
= sup
Proof. The first equality in (5.14) is a Standard property of self-adjoint positive
compact operators on a Hubert space obtained via the spectral representation (Kato [12],
V. 2.3).
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From (5.10) we obtain, by reversing the order of (Yi9 . . . , Yn) and defining
rw = (ζ,..., ξ,οο"),
that
(5.15) 04X)i = Vf "ff /('> σ*γ(
\fc = 0
Next we note that by the monotonicity of y -» /(r, y) in each component
(5.16) sup \f(r,y) -/(r,/) l = /(r, (0", 0")) -/(r, (0", oo"))
where Γ" denotes the nth iterate of the map ξ ->· Γ (r, ξ) and </>(r) e (0, 1) its unique fixed
point (recall (5.6)). Since </>(/·) is attracting, it follows that the r.h.s. of (5.16) tends to zero
s n -* oo and hence
(5.17) lim - log V U f(r,<r*Y<"i) -log£,J ]\ f ( r , a k Y )
n - 1
fe=0
= 0
(also note that /(r, y) is bounded away from 0 because γ has bounded support; recall (1.2)
and (5.3)). Therefore we must show that
l / Γ"'1 Ί\(5.18) lim - log£> exp X log/(rXF) = r.h.s. of (5.14) .
"-»<*> n \ L f e = o J/
But (5.18) is a Standard application of Varadhan's theorem in large deviation theory at the
level of the empirical process, associated with Y. We refer to Deuschel and Stroock [6],
2.1.10, 4.4.1 and 4.4.12. To apply this theorem we use that y has bounded support and that
£Q(log/(r,F)) is bounded from above and is continuous on ^([0, oo)^) in the weak
topology. We also refer to Georgii [9], 15.16 for the identification of h(Q\yN). D
Step 3. The r.h.s. of (5.14) has the shape of the Gibbs Variational Formula in the
theory of Gibbs measures (Georgii [9], 15.39). This leads to the identification below in
Lemma 19.
Lemma 19. The supremum in (5.14) is attainedat Q equal to the projection on [0, oo)^
of the unique shift-invariant Gibbs measure on [0, oo)z w.r.t. the reference measure yN and
with interaction potentiell (ΦΑ)ΑΖΖ*\Α\<<
(5.19) Φβχ = Φ4 far all A,
*w(y) = -i°&f(r,y{1>),
<PU ..... «W = -logCAr^»»)//^^-»)] (k* 2),
ΦΑ = 0 for all A φ {l, . . . , k} for some k
(recall that y™ = (y0, . . . , yk, oo*)).
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Proof. We refer to Georgii [9], 15.39, from which it follows that the set of maxima
of the supremum in (5.14) coincides with the projection on [0, oo)™ of the set of
shift-invariant Gibbs measures w.r.t. the reference measure yN and with interaction potential
solving
(5-20) -log/(r,?) = Σ ΦΛ00.
X c / V\A\«X>Λ3{1}
Clearly (5.19) satisfies (5.20). The maximum in (5.14) equals minus the pressure of the
potential. The sum in (5.20) is the specific energy.
To get that the maximum in (5.14) exists and is unique we use the theory of Gibbs
measures. Return to (5.16). Since ξ -> Γ (r, ξ) is smooth, the r.h.s. of (5.16) decays to zero
asymptotically s {.(δ/Βξ)Τ(Γ9ξ)\ξ = φ^γ = [</>(r)]2n (recall (5.6)). Hence from (5.19)
||Φ{1 ^ Ι Ι ^ ^ (0(r) + e)2k for any ε > 0 and k large .
Since φ (r) < l for all r > 0, the latter says that the interaction decays exponentially. ThiS
implies, according to a classical theorem (see Georgii [9], 8.39), the existence and
uniqueness of the Gibbs measure. D
Step 4. In order to be able to take advantage of the identification in Lemma 19 we
shall need the following notion: Q is said to be an FKG-measure if for all functions
a, b : [0, oo)^ -> i? measurable, bounded and increasing (in each component)
(5.21) EQ(ab}^EQ(a)EQ(b).
Lemma 20. Q is an FKG-measure.
Proof. Since the reference measure y^ is product measure and since the interaction
potential (ΦΑ)Α^Ι \A\<K> *s giyen by (5.20), a sufficient condition for Q to be an FKG-
measure is the following property:
(5.22) /(r, yvy') /(r, y Λ /) ^  /(r,y) /(r,/) for all y, y', r
where y v y' and y Λ y' are the coordinatewise maximum resp. minimum of y and y'. The
above criterion can be found e.g. in Batty and Bollmann [3].
The proof of (5.22) proceeds by induction. Let/(k)(r,>>) denote the continued fraction
truncated after the fcth term (i.e., (5.9) but with the y^s in the original order). Since
lim f(k\r,y) =f(r,y) for all r,y (recall (5.16)) it suffices to prove that
(5.23) fM(r,yvy')fm(r,y*y')*fm(r,y)fw(r,y') for al\y,y',r,k.
To get (5.23) we first note that from (5.11) we have the recursion relation
(5.24)
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with /(0)(r,j;) = 0. Differentiating (5.24) w.r.t. yi we get
(5.25) -/(fc)(r^)=-[/^(r^)]2,
The last derivative is zero when ι ^  &. It therefore follows from (5.25) by induction that
(5.26) A /<k>(r, j,) = - f] C/(* " Λ(', <^)]2 (0 £ ι < *) .
tfJi j = 0
This in turn implies
(5.27) A log/«(r,y) = -/w(r, j;) Π [/(fc- JV, σ^)]2 (0 ^  i < k) .
Since y -*f(k}(r,y) is non-decreasing in each y{ for all k ^  0, we can now from (5.27) read
off the following property:
(5.28) y -» /(k)(r, y v y')/f(k)(r,y) is non-decreasing in each jf
(and the same for y v y' and y ) .
Property (5.28) is the key to (5.23). Namely, define
(5 29)
 g™(r (y v')) = / " ' "( j
  lr,Cj,^)J
Define the following operations 7] on (>>,
(5-30) O'.JO-
Then (5.28) yields
(5.31) gw (r, (y, y')) ^ g™ (r, Tj(y, y')) for each j ^ l .
By repeating 7} for y = l, . . . , k we eventually get
g(k) (r, (J, /)) ^  g(k) (r, (y Λ /, j; A /)) = l . O
Step 5. The next step is to combine Lemmas 18-20. Namely, with the abbreviations
(5.32) ^(r) = exp £Q(log /(r, F)) ,
(5.33) t = {Q € M : Q is FKG} ,
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we can write
(5.34) A(r)
The restriction of the supremum to the set M is the key to finishing the proof of inequality
(4.7) in Proposition 6, s we shall next see.
We continue with a class argument. Define the class of functions
(5.35) V = L : (0, oo) -* (0, 1) satisfying : e~x μ(χ)
(t means non-decreasing) and note that for any μ such that μ' exists the following holds:
(5.36, „6^_^ai±4«μ (r) l -μ2 (r)
The following lemma applied to (5.34) shows that the function λ is in ^  and hence, by (5.36),
that (4.7) holds with ^ instead of > . Later we shall exclude = .
Lemma 21. (i) μβ e Ή for every Q e M.
(ii) Ή is closed under multiplying by a constant in (0, 1) and under taking suprema.
Proof. Part (ii) is trivial. Part (i) has two Steps.
(1) From (5.32) follows
To compute the r.h.s. of (5.37) first note that from (5.11)
(5.38) f(r,y
and hence
(5.39) -•^^=f(
= f(r,y) ~ +f(r,oy) -f'(r,oy)
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Iterate (5.39) to obtain the representation
(5 40) fl{r'y)(5
'
40)
 ~ f(r,y)
=j^Tfi ΣΟ {'n/2fo^joj/2^
Since/(r,j>) is bounded away from l, the r.h.s. of (5.40) converges and the r.h.s. of (5.37)
is finite. Next use that the/(r, alyY$ are decreasing functions of y. Therefore we can apply
the FKG-property of Q together with oQ = β to get the lower bound (recall (5.21))
21,1 2x !+'2
c (l H- c ) = j, with c = h
(2) Jensen's inequality applied to (5.32) gives
(5.42)
Combine (5.37), (5.41) and (5.42) to read off via (5.36) that μβ6^. D
Step 6. Finally we exclude = in (4.7). Consider the representation in (5.34). Define
(5.43) /Z W = ^ (^"*( l r 'v ) ·
First we show that for every /ZQ e M
(5.44) either μβ satisfies (4.7) with > ,
or h(Q\yN} = 0 and β = (6{c]}N for some c .
Indeed, since μ0 e ^  by Lemma 21 (i), Q(r) satisfies the inequality in the r.h.s. of (5.36) with
> s soon s
exp(-A( |y / v ) )< l
(recall (5.35)). Moreover, (5.37), (5.41) and (5.42) show that equality can hold in (5.36) if and
only if equality holds in (5.42). The latter, by (5.32), requires /(r,F) to be
-a.s. constant, which means that the marginal of Q is a point mass. So (5.44) holds.
Next we note that h(Q\y^)~Q requires 0 = 7^, which is incompatible with
Q = (
 {c})" by (1.2) and (5.3). So the second Option in (5.44) is not possible. Thus we have
proved that for every
 QeM
(5.45) _^>L±M^ for all r >0.MO i-/4(r)
Next pick any r0 > 0 and consider r -»· fiQro(r) where Po e M denotes the maximum
in Lemma 19 at r = r0. Clearly
(5-46) μ^ΟοΗλΟ-ο).
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Moreover, since μ^ and λ' exist and μΟΓθ(τ) ^  λ (r) for all r > 0, we must also have
Substitute (5.46) and (5.47) into (5.45) to get the assertion. D
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